We consider the single equation errors-in-variables model and assume that a researcher is willing to specify an upper bound on the variance covariance matrix of ineasurement errors in the endogenous and exogenous variables. The measurement errora may show any pattern of correlations. It is shown tha[ as a result the set of ML estimates is bounded by an ellipsoid. When, in addition, the variance covariance matrix of the errors is constrained to be diagonal, the set of ML estimates is shown to be bounded by [he convex hull of 2R points (R being the number of error-ridden exogenous variables), lying on the surface of the ellipsoid. The results are applied to an empirical example and extensions to a simultaneous equa[ions system are briefly discussed.
1. Introduction
Over the last decade the problem of ineasurement errors in the independent variables of a regression equation has attracted renewed interest among econometricians. In the fifties and sixties, the problem was considered to be more or less hopeless due to its inherent underidentification (e.g., Theil [20] ). Apart from instrumental variables, the most frequently cited textbook solution was Wald's method of grouping (Wald [22] ). Recent insight into the properties of the method of grouping can be interpreted as making this method worthleas (Pakes [18] ). Since about 1970, new approachea to the problem have been explored, basically along three lines, viz. embedding the error-ridden equation into a set of mutiple equations (e.g., Zellner [23] , Goldberger [8] ), into a set of simultaneous equations (e.g., Hsiao [10J, Geraci [7] ), and using the dynamics of the equation, if present (e.g., Maravall and Aígner [16] ). In view of the underidentification of the basic model, it is clear that all these methods invoke additional information of some kind. If thís information takes the form of exact or stochastic knowledge of certain parameters in the model, the construction of conaistent estimators is fairly stralghtEorward (e.g. Fuller [6] , Kapteyn and Wansbeek [11] ). For an overview of the state of the art, see Aigner et al. [1] .
An approach somewhat orthogonal to the ones described above has been to take the model as it is and to use prior ideas about the size of the measurement errors to diagnose how serious the problem is. Examples are Blomqvist [3], Hodges and Moore [9] and Davies and Hutton [5] .
Leamer [14] starte Erom the opposite direction by asking how serious the measurement error problem has to be in order to render the data useless for inference, that is to say, when measurement error is large enough to make it impossible to put bounds on regreasion parameters. In an empirical example, he shows that even very small measurement errors in some
explanatory variables would open up the possíbilíty of perfectly collinear explanatory varíables and hence make the data useless for statiatical inference (at least without additional prior information).
The most systematic analysis of the information loss caused by measurement error is due to Klepper and Leamer [12] . They etart out by 2 invoking a minimal amount of prior information and then ask the question under what conditiona it is still possible to make some inferences regarding the vector of unknown regreaeion parameters S. In the special case where the measurement errora are assumed uncorrelated and the k-F1 estimates of g, obtained by regressing each of the 1rF1 variablea invol- 
The Model and the Ellipsoid
Throughout we deal with the following model:
(2.1) is the classical línear model, which relates the n-vector of dependent variables n to the nxk-matrix of explanatory variables~and the n-vector of disturbances e. We assume that the distribution of e is independent of n and satisfies Ee~0, Eee' -a~I. The k-vector of parameters SO and o~are unknown and have to be estímated.
Both n and 5 are unobservable. Instead, y and X are observed and u and V therefore are the errors of ineasurement i n y and X. We ass~e that u and V are uncorrelated with~, n and e and that Eu s 0, EV -0.
Moreover, letting ui be the i-th element of u and vi the i-th row of V, we assume that
for all i and that (ui,vi) is atochastically independent of (uj,vj) for i~j.
Let~be known and define s and Q2 by Although~will usually be unknown, i t seems reasonable to assume that a researcher wíll be able to epecify bounds for m, I.e.,
(2.6) 0~m~~~-where~is specified by the researcher.l) This bound on~will be uaed to derive bounds on the estimates g defined by (2.4) . We assume that is symmetric and that~,
thereby guaranteeing the existence of the eatimate S and also the posi- here e is the first unit vector. Furthermore, if we denote the eatimate (g,o`) by (b~,s~2) if~-~~, it is readily establíahed that, as a conaequence of the boundedness of~, also a2 is bounded: 2 (2.10) s2~a2~s~~0 .
1) The notation C~D means that D-C i s a positive semidefinite matrix; C~D means D-C~s positíve definite.
2) Note that~'~has to be atríctly leae than B. Among other thinge, thia excludes the possibility that the true explanatory variables in ? are perfectly collinear. If~could have less than full column rank, no bounds for B exist.
We may now ask the question whether we can alao delimit the set of estimates S given that~satisfies (2.6 ). The answer to that question is contained in proposition 1:
Then we have Proposition 1: The set of solutions S satisfying ( 2.4), with~satisfying (2.6), is given by:
where F~is an arbitrary g-inverae of F.T 
he non-negative definiteness of~~implies that The ellipsoid when (2.15) is a strict inequalitỹ t for this is that if~11 i ncreases, we do not only allow more measurement error in y(which is indistinguishable from errors in the equation anyway) but also more covariance between the errors in y and X. Thus, the bound on~becomes less tight and the ellipsoid expands.
If the number of regressors exceeds two, it will be hard in practice to represent the ellipsoíd given by (2.12) 
Uncorrelated measurement errors
In this section we assinne that, in addition to the bounds onã s given in (2.6), a researcher ia alao willing to sesume that~~and are diagonal. That i s, measurement errors in different variables are uncorrelated.
The first thing to notice is that in this case the measurement error in the regressand is completely indistinguishable from the error in the equation. Therefore it is of no conaequence for the aet of eatimatea B. Since~ia diagonal,~21 -0 and the estimator g is simply given by
where St is diagonal and bounded by
Clearly, the set of estimates is unchanged i f we chooae~1 1~~11~0'
Consequently the ellipsoid (2.12)-(2.13), only depends on S~. We will refer to (2.12)-(2.13), with~21,~0 and~11~0, as "the ellipaoid spawned by S2 ". This ellipaoid is still a bound for the set of eatimatora s, but it is no lonqer a minimal bound if it and S2~are cestricted to be diagonal.
In order to derive a more satisfactory bound we define the fol- Having established that all Sa lie on the surface of the ellipsoid spawned by 52~, we next show that S liea in the convex hull of the 2R points gd that are generated by f2~. Since ei is allowed to show negative serial correlation, ui(-1) may correlate negatively with ei. This is equivalent to allowing a measurement error in~`a ui(-1). 1 The variables yi and fai are proxies for reference group effects and may therefore be expected to suffer from measurement error; fsi and fsi(-1) are crude proxiee of the effects of 1) As a matter of fact, E. hae the form ui-Blul(-1) f vi, where ui and ui(-1) are uncorrelated with éach other or with vi; vi may be serially correlated.
If we write ui(t) s r~i (t) f ui(t), t~0,-1, then we can rewrite ( 4.1) as n s~p f B1 ni(-1) f SZfsi(-1) f S3fs1 t 64yi f RSy~f S6fs~t v, where ni(-1) is assumed uncorrelated with vi. If we replace ni(-1) by uj( -1~, as in (4.1) , we obtain a model in which the covariance of ui(-1) with E 1 equalssl au .
family composition on financial wants, which can therefore also be expected to suffer from measurement error. Finally, yi may be subject to measurement error as well. The sample means, standard deviations and correlations of all variables involved are given in Table 1 . Our specification of~~is given in Table 2 . The column headed "X error" indicatea the standard de- (i)~is as given in Table 2 .( íi)~11~0. For the rest~is as given in Table 2 . The intervals for s should be tighter than in the previous case.
(iii) The off-díagonal elements in Table 2 are set equal to zero. However,~can, of course, still be non-diagonal.
(iv) As Case (iíi), with~11 z 0~The intervals for S should be tighter than in the previous case.
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(v) As Case (iii), but diagonality is imposed on~. Again, this ahould narrow the intervals relative to the previous case.
In Table 3 the values of b and b~are presented, along with the extreme values of S for the five cases considered.
For all specifications of~~, B-à~is positive definite. As a result, s~2 is always positive, as it ahould be. The various columns in Table 3 are pretty much according to expectation. The intervals for gi are a great deal wíder in Case (i) than in Case (ii). In Case (ii) we see that S5 and S6 can switch signs depending on the choice of m. In Case (i) the interval for g2 becomes so wide that this parameter may reverse signs as well. Similarly, Case (iii) gives rise to wider inteṽ als than Case (iv). Comparing (iii) and (iv) to (i) and (11) makes it clear that, in this example, the díagonal 4 generates wider intervals. Now, g3 may reverse signs as well. Finally, ímposing diagonality onñ arrows the interval dramatically. No parameter eatimate reverses signs.
The example illustrates two pointa. First, it is important to uae prior information economically. If one "knows" that~is diagonal, this knowledge should be used. Otherwise the computed intervals may be much wider than the intervals that correspond to one's prior knowledge. Secondly, allowing for measurement error in the endogenous variable (and correlation between this error and the errors in the exogenoue variables) has a non-trivial influence on the intervals for the si. Since~occurs on both sides of the equation, the measurement errors in the left and right hand side variables will in general be correlated.
For the special case where y~a 0, it is easy to show that Proposition 1 can be applied directly to derive an ellipsoid for a consistent estimate of a~, defined analogous to g (cf.
(2.4)). (Bekker, Kapteyn and Wansbeek [2] have derived the same ellipeoid without reference to Proposition 1, assuming that all exogenous variables are measured with error.) Proposition 1 ie not applicable when yC~0. For that more general case further research is needed.
Appendix A: Proofs of propositions 1 and 2 and of ( 2 14) We first establish two lemmas and a corollary. 
Finally, using the collory, we find (A.9) to be equivalent to (A.10) (i) C 1 -C~-1 ) 0
Proof of Proposition 1: There holds:
Since A~0, A-S2~0, a2~0, s2~0, we can apply Lemma 2 to show that (A.11) is equivalent to
The corollary implies that (A.12) is equivalent to 
Furthermore,
Using the corollary, we find for~~b that
If we now choose 52 such that Proof of (2.14): Let x be a scalar and let
,t~t-,t s -a . 
R~D efine K~-A-E dij wi eie'i (this would be denoted as A-na in secis 1t
ion 3, with 63d~). Then we have that K m~K~f m~l e~l e~l. j-~2 . Q E.D.
Proof of Proposition 4:
Consider K-A-St Given that 0 t S2 c S2~and that 52 and S2 are diagonal we can write K as 
